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Form-fitting fabric-PLA composite
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Textiles encompass a wide variety and rich characteristics that ranges from 
soft to tough, foldable to rigid, cuttable to sti�, elastic to plastic. On the 
other hand, 3D printing thermoplastic (e.g., PLA) materials exhibit controlled 
deformation at a certain transition temperature. In this paper, we present a 
method of fabricating form-fitting composite textiles by printing PLA on 
di�erent fabric substrates, designing di�erent structures and transforming 
the fabric- PLA composite to form di�erent textures.

In this poster, we present a library of fabrics as suitable substrate for fused 
filament deposition, and we further explore the primitive structure design 
with di�erent printing patterns. In the demo, we showcase that the 
juxtaposition of di�erent pattern-induced textures leads to a new form-fitting 
design of garments derived from old clothes.

According to the experimental results documented in Table 1, fabric No. 5 is 
too smooth and soft, and the print does not bond. Similarly, fabric No. 2 and 
fabric No. 8 also detach from the substrate due to the low density and texture 
of the yarn. After printing on each fabric, we found that fabric No. 4 has the 
best fit, so we use fabric No. 4 for experiments in the Primitive Structure 
Library.

Primitive Structure library. (a1) basic bar, (a2) loose bars, (a3) dense bars, 
(a4) bars printed on the front and back of the fabric, (a5) small basket; (b1) 
basic semicircle, (b2) rotating semicircles, (b3) basic circle, (b4) concentric 
circles, (b5) dense circles.

Old clothes recycling and reuse is a valuable research subject in sustainable 
fashion and design. There are countless old clothes transformation tutorials 
on the Internet, but most practice requires extensive sewing skills, or only 
trims and downsizes the garments for hand-me-down.

Form-fitting face mask. (a) Wearing a simple mask without support structure. 
(b) Printing PLA on a simple mask. (c) Wearing the simple mask after 
form-fitting to user’s face.
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